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Abstract

Bloodpressuremonitoring (BPM)deviceshave tobevalidatedaccording to strict inter-

national validation protocols. Each protocol requests a specific number of participants

to be included. All protocols use vast amounts of resources, as three people have to be

present for everymeasurement,making trials costly, especiallywhen themanufacturer

has no intention to execute a validation study, reflected in the low share of validated in

the commercially available BPM devices. The aim of our study was to develop crite-

ria, which could detect low accuracy devices that could not pass a validation protocol

early in the course of the validation process. The 2010 European Society of Hyperten-

sion International Protocol (ESH-IP) and the Universal Standard for Validation of BPM

devices (AAMI/ESH/ISO)were scrutinized for criteriawhich can be used for preclusion

of passing. Based on this, we developed a fail model. We found that a BPM device can-

not pass the ESH-IP protocol, if there are ≥27, 13, or 4 single measurements differing

more than 5, 10, or 15mmHg, respectively, from the reference. For theAAMI/ESH/ISO

protocol, we developed a model, which calculates best-case standard deviations (SDs)

to detect SDs which would prevent the passing of the protocol before its completion,

making a stepwise validation process possible. In conclusion, we found that our model

is able to predict failure of low-accuracy BPM devices early during a validation proto-

col if used in a stepwise-approach. This can be useful to keep costs of validation studies

low and to enable investigator-initiated trials.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Arterial hypertension (AHT) is the leading preventable cause of pre-

mature death worldwide, with almost a third of the world population
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affected.1 To diagnose AHT it is crucial to measure the blood pres-

sure (BP) accurately.2 According to the guidelines, these measure-

ments should be taken using a devicewhich has been validated accord-

ing to standardized conditions and protocols.3 Additionally, we are
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increasingly confronted with the occurrence of smart phone technol-

ogy and wearable devices which claim to be able to measure BP, and

therefore need to be properly assessed to prove reliability.4

There are several validation protocols for BP monitoring (BPM)

devices, which have clear requirements consisting of a certain num-

ber of subjects and measurements to be included.5–7 These proto-

cols require copious amounts of time and staff, thus more efficient

validation procedures would reduce the costs.8 However, the authors

of these validation protocols state, that a smaller sample size would

decrease the study power and accuracy.6,8

To validate their BPM devices, however, is not always on the focus

of manufacturers. This is demonstrated in the fact that the vast major-

ity of commercially available BPM devices, for example, 82% of 278

upper-arm cuff BPM devices, 92% of 162 wrist-cuff BPM devices and,

most strikingly, 100% of 532 wristband wearable BPM devices avail-

able online in Australia, did not undergo proper validation.9 This situa-

tion may be supported by a system where regulatory authorities focus

mainly on thephysical safety features ofBPMdevices rather thanaccu-

racy and performance.10 If there are so many manufacturers market-

ing their unvalidated devices, there is a large unmet need of stepped

validation processes to enable investigator-initiated trials sorting out

low-accuracy devices as long as there is no official claim by regu-

latory authorities to include accuracy into the regulatory clearance

process.

Therefore, our aim was to define fail criteria which enable

researchers to detect low accuracy devices unable to pass the valida-

tion protocols early in a stepped approach.

2 METHODS

2.1 2010 European Society of Hypertension
International Protocol for the validation of blood
pressure measuring devices

2.1.1 Pass criteria

The 2010 European Society of Hypertension International Protocol

(ESH-IP) requires the inclusion of 33 participants with three measure-

ment pairs each, resulting in 99 measurement pairs.5 These measure-

ment pairs are calculated from four measurements taken with the

observer device (obsBP) and three measurements taken with the test

device (TestBP).5 The measurement pairs consist of the TestBP and

the numerically nearer of the previous or next obsBP.5 In the 2010

ESH-IP, there are two population criteria, called part 1.5 First, two of

the following criteria have to be fulfilled: the test device must deliver

73/99 measurement pairs with a difference ≤5 mmHg, 87/99 mea-

surement pairs with a difference ≤10mmHg, and 96/99measurement

pairs with a difference ≤15 mmHg.5 Second, all of the following cri-

teria have to be fulfilled: the test device must deliver at least 65/99

measurement pairs with a difference ≤5 mmHg, 81/99 measurement

pairs with a difference≤10mmHg, and 93/99measurement pairs with

a difference ≤15 mmHg.5 Furthermore, there are two criteria on an

individual level, called part 2: ≥24/33 participants must have 2/3 mea-

surement pairs with a difference of ≤5 mmHg (part 2.1), and maxi-

mally 3/33 participants with 0/3 measurement pairs with a difference

of ≤5 mmHg (part 2.2).5 A fail in any of these criteria results in an

overall fail.

2.2 Extrapolation of fail criteria

By deducting the number of minimally required measurements or par-

ticipants within certain limits from the number of measurement pairs

or participants, respectively, required in the protocol, we receive the

maximum allowed number of measurements which can exceed these

limits. For part 1.1, two out of three requirements need to be fulfilled.

Therefore, if two or more of these requirements have more than the

maximal number of measurements outside of the limits, the device

cannot pass. For part 1.2, all requirements need to be fulfilled. There-

fore, if in any one of these categories, the number of outlier measure-

ments exceeds the maximal number allowed, the device cannot pass.

The same rule applies for part 2.

For each category in part 1, we subtracted from the total number

of measurement pairs required, that is, 99 pairs, the minimal number

of measurement pairs required pass the specific category (for part 1.1:

73 pairs for ≤5 mmHg, 87 pairs ≤10 mmHg, 96 pairs for ≤15 mmHg,

and for part 1.2: 65 pairs for ≤5 mmHg, 81 pairs ≤10 mmHg, 93

pairs for ≤15 mmHg) to receive the maximally allowed number of

measurement pairs outside of these limits. To this, we added one to

receive the minimal number of measurements pairs for the "fail cri-

teria" for each category. For part 2.1, we took the number of partic-

ipants required, that is, 33 participants, subtracted the minimal num-

ber of participants neededwithin the limits (ie, 24 participants) to pass

this part to receive the maximal number of participants allowed out-

side the limits, and added one to receive the minimal number of par-

ticipants outside the limits of this part to fail the device. For part 2.2,

we simply added 1 to the maximum number of participants allowed

in this category (ie, three participants), to receive the minimal num-

ber of participants in this category needed to fail the device. See

also Table 1.

TABLE 1 Extrapolation of fail criteria for the ESH-IP protocol

Part 1 Category >5mmHg >10mmHg >15mmHg

Two of three

measurements

99-73+1 99-87+1 99-96+1

All three

measurements

99-65+1 99-81+1 99-93+1

Part 2 Category >1/3> 5mmHg 0/3≤
5mmHg

Number per

participant

33-24+1 3+ 1
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2.3 Universal Standard for the validation of blood
pressure measuring devices (AAMI/ESH/ISO)

2.3.1 Pass criteria

The Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumenta-

tion/European Society ofHypertension/InternationalOrganization for

Standardization (AAMI/ESH/ISO) Universal Standard for validation of

BPM devices is regarded as the mandatory international standard and

requests inclusion of at least 85 participants providing 255 paired

BP measurements.6,7 The observer and test device measurements are

taken alternatingly, four measurements by the observers, three by the

test device (TestBP).7 The reference BP (RefBP) is defined as the aver-

age of the previous and the succeeding observer BP.7

The AAMI/ESH/ISO Universal Standard states, that a device is con-

sidered acceptable, if its estimated probability of an error ≤10 mmHg

is at least 85%; however, this is not labeled as a criterion.6 The authors

state two criteria that need to be fulfilled: (1) calculating from all indi-

vidual 255 pairs of measurements (TestBP – RefBP), the meanmust be

≤5 mmHg and its SD ≤ 8 mmHg for systolic and diastolic BP. (2) Fur-

thermore, for each of the 85 participants, the mean of the BP differ-

ences must be calculated. The maximal allowed SD of these averaged

BP differences depends on theirmean, and ranges from4.79mmHg for

amean of 5 to 6.95mmHg for amean of 0mmHg.7

2.4 Extrapolation of fail criteria and model
development

The probability of an error ≤10 mmHg being at least 85% would

conclude, that we should not see more than 39 measurements (15%

of 255 measurements) with an error > 10 mmHg. However, the

AAMI/ESH/ISOUniversal Standard does not clearly state, if this would

automatically lead to a failure for this device.6 Therefore, we need to

scrutinize the other criteria for potential fail criteria.

Both criteria statemaximally allowedmeans.7 Themean, that is, the

arithmeticmean, is defined as the sumof the values in question divided

by the number of values.11 To predict the mean which will result from

including the required number of measurements from a lower number

of measurements is not possible, as positive and negative differences

between TestBP and RefBPmay cancel themselves out. Therefore, the

mean is not predictable enough to use it as a fail criterion when includ-

ing fewer than the requiredmeasurements.

Both criteria also state maximally allowed SD.7 The uncorrected SD

(σ) is defined as12

𝜎 =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)
2

(1)

Translated for not-mathematicians, thismeans that the variance (σ2)
is the mean of the squared deviation of each data point from themean,

divided by the number of samples. The square root of the variance is

the SD. A TestBP – RefBP difference which is equal to the mean over

all TestBP – RefBP differences will result in 0 for ((TestBP – RefBP) –

mean)2, whereas all other TestBP–RefBPdifferenceswill result in pos-

itive numbers for ((TestBP – RefBP) –mean)2.

Therefore, a best-case SD from fewer than the required number of

measurement pairs can be estimated by assuming means which would

pass the requirements, the final numberof requiredmeasurements and

the so far truly observed differences between TestBP and RefBP. For

this, we have to assume, that all so far missing TestBP-RefBP differ-

ences to complete the protocol would be equal to the assumed mean

and, consequently, perfect matches.

Accordingly, we repeatedly calculate a mock best-case SD using dif-

ferent means between -5 and 5 mmHg. 5 mmHg is stated as the max-

imum mean difference for passing; however, it is not stated if this an

absolute value or not.7 This means, that from every observed TestBP-

RefBP difference, we subtract an assumed mean (always the same for

each estimation), square the result and add all the squared numbers.

This result is divided by the number of required measurements for the

full protocol, that is, 255 for criterion 1 and 85 for criterion 2. From

the result, the square root is taken. The full formula is reported in the

results section and as Appendix S1.

2.5 Simulation using Fail Criterion 1

In order to test our fail model and stopping rule, we created datasets

comprising 255 random numbers defined by a mean between -10 and

10 and a SD between 0 and 16, simulating the results from full valida-

tion protocols with realistic deviations of a TestBP from the RefBP.We

then simulated 1000 studies, which randomly picked a limited selec-

tion (n = 80, 160, or 255) from these full datasets and calculated the

best-case SDs using our fail model. With the results of this, we built

graphs which code in color how many simulations showed any or all

best-case SDs for all assumed means between -5 and 5 mmHg below

the SD threshold of 8mmHg.

3 STATISTICS

All calculationswere completed using R version 4.0.4.13 For the graphs

in the simulation, we used the packages Tidyverse and Viridis.14,15

4 RESULTS

4.1 Fail criteria for the 2010 European Society of
Hypertension International Protocol for the
validation of blood pressure measuring devices

For part 1, the population level of the 2010 ESH-IP, the "fail crite-

ria" are depicted in Table 2. If in two or more categories, the num-

ber of observed measurement pairs with a difference of > 5, > 10,

or > 15 mmHg from the obsBP is equal to or larger than the number

stated for part 1.1 in Table 2, the device cannot pass. If there are at least
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TABLE 2 Fail criteria for the 2010 ESH International Protocol if
fewer than 33 participants with 99measurement pairs are included

>5mmHg >10mmHg >15mmHg

Part 1.1: Two of 27 13 4

Part 1.2: Either 35 19 7

For example, If a test device delivers four measurements with a difference

of > 15 mmHg and 13 measurements with a difference of > 10 mmHg to

the obsBP value, it cannot pass the 2010 ESH-IP validation criteria. Also, if,

for example the test device delivers seven measurements with a difference

of>15mmHg to the obsBP, it cannot pass the ESH-IP validation criteria.

as many measurements as stated for part 1.2 in Table 2 with a differ-

ence of > 5, > 10, or > 15 mmHg from the obsBP, the device cannot

pass.

For part 2, the individual level, the test device cannot pass the 2010

ESH-IP validation criteria, once ≥4 participants have 0 measurements

with a difference of ≤5 mmHg to the obsBP, or ≥10 participants have

only 2/3 measurements or less with a difference of ≤5 mmHg to the

RefBP.

4.1.1 Stopping rule

The validation protocol could be stopped once the count of outliers

reaches the numbers stated in Table 2. For example, if a device deliv-

ers 27 measurements with a difference >5 mmHg and four measure-

ments with a difference of >15 mmHg to the obsBP value, it cannot

pass the validation criteria and the protocol could be stopped. Also, if,

for example, the test device delivers 19 measurements with a differ-

ence of >10 mmHg to the obsBP, it cannot pass the ESH-IP validation

criteria and the protocol could be stopped.

4.2 Fail criteria and model for the Universal
Standard for the validation of blood pressure
measuring devices (AAMI/ESH/ISO)

4.2.1 Criterion 1

The maximum allowed SD of the mean difference between TestBP

and RefBP is 8 mmHg when all required 255 measurement pairs are

included.7 To get a sequentially updatable best-case SD if less than 255

measurement pairs are included, we keep on using 255 in the denom-

inator, but include only those measurement pairs observed so far. This

can be expressed in the following formula:

SD_best_case_crit1 =

√√√√ 1
255

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)
2

(2)

In this formula, xi are the observed differences between TestBP

– RefBP, and x̄ corresponds to the assumed mean. It is relatively

time-consuming to calculate this by hand, therefore, we developed

an R code to easily analyze the observed values at regular inter-

vals. Assumed_means stores a grid of means ranging from -5 to 5

(which would allow passing of the device), n_req is the number of

measurements required for the full protocol (ie, 255 for criterion 1),

and obs_crit1 stores the list of observed TestBP – RefBP differences.

The full code, including an example and further guidance, is avail-

able as Appendix 1. Furthermore, if R is not available, a web-based

application using our model can be found on dkfbasel.shinyapps.io/

bpmvalidationfailprediction.

SDBestCase< - function(x, assumed_means, crit= 1){

if (crit == 1){

n_req = 255

}

if (crit == 2){

n_req = 85

}

squared_deviances < - outer(x, assumed_means, ’-’)ˆ2

min_SDs < - apply(squared_deviances, 2,
function(x){sqrt(sum(x)/n_req)})

names(min_SDs) < - assumed_means

return(min_SDs)

}

SD_best_case_crit1 < - SDBestCase(x = obs_crit1,

assumed_means = assumed_means,

crit = 1)

The resulting minimal SD can either be printed in a table, or, for

visual analysis, be plotted in a graph. Our code results in a graph

with a red line for the maximum allowed SD for the full protocol, and

black dots for the minimal SD reachable with the observed TestBP –

RefBP differences. Three examples from 120 random numbers (as the

observed TestBP – RefBP differences) can be found in Figure 1. The

example in Figure 1, Panel A mimics a device which at this stage shows

no predictors of failure. In this case, the protocol should be continued.

Figure 1, Panel B shows an example of a BP device with an intermedi-

ate accuracy. The best-case SDs exceed the threshold when assuming

some, but not all means. Therefore, the protocol should be continued

and the fail model repeated after the next few participants. Figure 1,

Panel C shows an example of a low accuracy device. All best-case SDs

exceed the threshold of 8mmHg and therefore, the validation protocol

should be stopped, as this device is a certain failure.

Stopping Rule Criterion 1

If all best-case SDs exceed the threshold of 8mmHg, the validation pro-

tocol cannot be passed and should therefore be stopped.

4.2.2 Criterion 2

The concept of validation criterion 2 is similar. The mean is equally dif-

ficult to estimate in advance; however, we can use the same model as

https://dkfbasel.shinyapps.io/bpmvalidationfailprediction
https://dkfbasel.shinyapps.io/bpmvalidationfailprediction
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F IGURE 1 Examples of the results from hypothetical TestBP-devices by using the fail model for criterion 1 (panels A, B, C) and criterion 2
(panels D, E, F) using 120 random numbers for criterion 1 and 40 random numbers for criterion 2. Panels A, D: potentially passing device. Panels B,
E: intermediate accuracy device. Panels C, F: Failing device. Black dots: best-case SDs calculated with the fail model. Red line: maximum
permissible SD

for criterion 1, but use 85 instead of 255 as the denominator:

SD_best_case_crit2 =

√√√√ 1
85

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)
2

(3)

In this formula, xi is themean observed differences between TestBP

– RefBP per participants, and x̄ corresponds to the assumed mean.

Again, we developed an R code to easily analyze the observed values

at regular intervals. Assumed_means stores a grid of means ranging

from -5 to 5 (which would allow passing of the device), n_req is the

number of measurements required for the full protocol (ie, 85 for cri-

terion 2), and obs_crit2 stores the list of the mean observed TestBP

– RefBP differences per participant. The full code, including an exam-

ple, is available as Appendix1. Furthermore, if R is not available, a web-

based application using our model can be found on dkfbasel.shinyapps.

io/bpmvalidationfailprediction.

https://dkfbasel.shinyapps.io/bpmvalidationfailprediction
https://dkfbasel.shinyapps.io/bpmvalidationfailprediction
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SDBestCase< - function(x, assumed_means, crit= 1){

if (crit== 1){

n_req= 255

}

if (crit== 2){

n_req= 85

}

squared_deviances< - outer(x, assumed_means, ’-’)ˆ2

min_SDs< - apply(squared_deviances, 2, function(x){sqrt(sum(x)/

n_req)})

names(min_SDs)< - assumed_means

return(min_SDs)

}

SD_best_case_crit2< - SDBestCase(x= obs_crit2,

assumed_means= assumed_means,

crit= 2)

Three examples from 40 random numbers (serving as the observed

mean TestBP – RefBP differences per participant) can be found in

Figure 1. The example in Figure 1, Panel D mimicks a device which at

this stage shows no signs of failure. In this case, the protocol should be

continued. Figure 1, Panel E shows an example of a BP device with an

intermediate accuracy. The best-case SDs exceed the threshold when

assuming some, but not all means. Therefore, the protocol should be

continued and the fail model repeated after the next few participants.

Figure 1, Panel F shows an example of a low accuracy device. All best-

case SDs exceed the threshold and therefore, the validation protocol

should be stopped, as this device is a certain failure.

4.2.3 Stopping Rule Criterion 2

If all best-case SDs exceed the predefined threshold for each mean,

in our plot marked by the red line, the validation protocol cannot be

passed and should therefore be stopped.

4.3 Simulation to Test the Fail Rule for
Criterion 1

The 1000 simulations on a random selection of measurements from

defined datasets each consisting of 255 measurements showed that

no datasets which would pass the full validation protocol were pre-

dicted to fail by using our fail model (Figure 2). On the other hand, they

showed that the more measurements were included, the more likely it

would be that at least one best-case SD would be above the thresh-

old (Figure 3). This means that, especially in cases with a true mean

at the extreme end of the allowed means, our model could result in

some (but not all) base-case SDs above threshold. Therefore, a single

best-case SD above threshold does not rule out that a device passes

the validation protocol. The full code for this simulation is available as

Appendix S2.

5 DISCUSSION

We showed that it is possible to predict from fewer than the required

number of measurements for BPM validation protocols whether a

device in question will certainly fail the full protocol, or has a potential

to pass to full protocol. For the ESH-IP protocol,5 an absolute number

of measurements outside certain limits are enough to predict definite

failure. For theAAMI/ESH/ISOprotocol,6,7 which serves as the current

mandatory international standard, a model to predict best-case SDs is

needed. All protocol requirements such as sex, blood pressure cate-

gory, and arm circumference distributionmust be followed strictly. The

model we present is useful to stop this BPM device validation protocol

prematurely, if, after partial completion of the protocol, all best-case

SDs are above the threshold required to pass the protocol. This pro-

cess aids in the detection of low accuracy BPMdevices even before the

completion of a full validation protocol.

By using our fail model on randomly picked numbers from simulated

datasets with a defined mean and SD, we showed that the more dat-

apoints are included, the more likely it is that, especially for datasets

with a truemean at the extremes of the permissiblemeans, at least one

best-case SD would be above the threshold. Therefore, solely because

one best-case SD from one assumedmean is above threshold does not

preclude the device from passing the validation protocol. On the other

hand, our simulation showed that no datasets with true means and SD

within the requested limitswould showall best-case SDs above thresh-

old using our model.

We offer an R code that allows for easy calculation of the best-case

SDs as interim analyses to detect low-accuracy devices before comple-

tion of the full protocol. In practical means, this translates, that dur-

ing the completion of a validation protocol, the results received can

be checked with the fail model after every few patients if the device

still has a potential to pass the protocol or not. We recommend start-

ing to test after as few as 25 or 30 participants, as this number may

be sufficient to preclude passing of the full validation protocol in very

low-accuracy devices, and continuing with the protocol and repeat-

ing the procedure after next few, for example, 5 or 10, participants,

as long as the best-case SDs are lower than the threshold. If these

interimanalyses showthat all best-caseSDsarehigher than the thresh-

old defined by the protocol, we can stop the study early and mark the

device as failed. The less accurate the TestBP is, the lower the num-

ber of examinations needed to predict its failure. If an interim anal-

ysis shows some, but not all best-case SDs above the threshold, the

true arithmetic mean of the dataset can be taken into account. If this

is in the range where the SD is above threshold, it is more likely that

the device would fail the protocol. However, to prevent unfair stop-

pingof a validationprotocol,we recommend stopping theprotocol only

once all best-case SDs exceed the threshold. This also prevents unfair

stopping in case that one or two additional participants are needed to

fulfill the requirements of the protocol, such as BP category or cuff

size. To avoid a confirmation bias, we suggest having these interim

analyses completed by an independent monitoring person and keep-

ing the study personnel performing the measurements blinded for the

results.
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F IGURE 2 Heatmap showing the frequency of anyminimal SDs below the threshold for assumedmeans between -5 and 5mmHg calculated
with the fail model for criterion 1 in 1000 simulations using 80, 160, and 255 randomly selected numbers from random datasets with a defined
mean of -5 to 5mmHg and SD between 0 and 16mmHg over 255 "measurements". On the x axis are the truemeans for the full dataset with
n= 255. On the y axis are the true SDs for the full dataset with n= 255. Yellow represents at least one SD below threshold for all simulations,
purple represents no SD below threshold in all simulations. The red box encompasses the area, in which would pass the protocol using all 255
"measurements"

A stepwise approach has been recommended by the British Hyper-

tension Society validation protocol in 1990, to keep the costs for

validation as low as possible.16 The costs of validation protocols have

not properly been analyzed. However, all commonly applied protocols

request two observers using a double stethoscope and one supervisor

in the room for all measurements, therefore, although material costs

are relatively low, the expenses for the staff (and their time) are rela-

tively high especially considering the number of participants necessary

and the strict in- and exclusion criteria, some of which can only be

assessed during the validation process.5–7 The relatively high number

of participants necessary for each protocol has been chosen to improve

the statistical power of the validation protocol, considering that most

BP monitors currently available are a moderate accuracy level.6,8

However, new technologies are likely to bring new possibilities for BP

measurements, such as cuffless measurements. Though the current

protocols are formally not appropriate for continuous or cuffless mea-

surement devices, it is absolutely necessary that such protocols are

developed in the near future. For the validation of such devices, which

have a high risk of being of low accuracy, our fail model and code may

be helpful to keep costs for validation at a minimum. Given the high

number of unvalidated devices on the market, our stepped approach

may enable investigator-initiated trials to detect devices with low

accuracy early and help in the development of validation protocols for

cuffless devices. With our fail model, we hope to motivate and enable

universities, researchgroups andclinicians to initiate validation studies

for BPM devices to improve the prevalence of validated BPM devices.

BP values obtained with a device in which the validation protocol was

stopped due to our fail model should not be used for clinical decision-

making.
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F IGURE 3 Heatmap showing the frequency of allminimal SDs below the threshold for assumedmeans between -5 and 5mmHg calculated
with the fail model for criterion 1 in 1000 simulations using 80, 160, and 255 randomly selected numbers from random datasets with a defined
mean of -5 to 5mmHg and SD between 0 and 16 over 255 "measurements". On the x axis are the truemeans for the full dataset with n= 255. On
the y axis are the true SDs for the full dataset with n= 255. Yellow represents all SD below threshold for all simulations, purple represents at least
one SD above threshold in all simulations. The red box encompasses the area, in which would pass the protocol using all 255 "measurements"

6 LIMITATIONS

The fail model for the AAMI/ESH/ISO results always in an estimation,

since we assume that the true mean lies within -5 and 5 mmHg. There

is no guarantee, that a device which does not meet up with these fail

criteria, will pass the AAMI/ESH/ISO standard. However, if a device

meets the fail criteria, it is not possible for this device to pass the

AAMI/ESH/ISO standard by addingmoremeasurements.

7 CONCLUSIONS

With our fail model, we show that it is possible to safely detect low

accuracy BP monitors before completing a conventional full validation

protocol. Our analysis can be repeated at regular intervals as a step-

wise approach. This is important to keep costs for validation studies at

a minimum.
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